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Simultaneous Acquisition of the 3D Displacement Vector in Magnetic Resonance Elastography of the In Vivo Human Brain 
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Target Audience: Researchers working on acquisition protocols for the 3D displacement field in Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE). 
Introduction: In MRE, mechanical waves are introduced into the body, measured using phase-contrast-based MRI sequences, and analyzed for determining tissue 
mechanical properties, which correlate with pathology [1, 2]. Using conventional motion encoding schemes, each component of the displacement vector is measured in 
separate, temporally-resolved MRE experiments. Recently, SampLe Interval Modulation (SLIM)-MRE [3, 4] has been introduced, which enables the acquisition of all 
components of the displacement vector in only one temporally-resolved experiment, through direction-dependent shifting of motion encoding gradients (MEG) relative 
to the applied vibration. As such, SLIM can potentially facilitate clinical applications by reducing MRE scan time and by allowing the immediate co-registration of the 
three displacement components. 
Problem: The modulation of the sampling interval in SLIM-MRE, however, also involves disadvantages: Unless the MEG projections are applied with nonuniform 
gradient moment nulling characteristics, the time interval reserved for motion encoding on both sides of the refocusing pulse/gradient has to be increased by 25% of the 
vibration period due to the mutual MEG shift. Hence, higher signal attenuation due to prolonged TE as well as the influence of concomitant gradient field terms, which 
are present when multiple MEGs are applied simultaneously [5], may interfere with the wave field inversion. While the feasibility of SLIM-MRE has already been 
demonstrated in gel phantoms using a high field scanner [3, 4], the technique has so far not been applied to human subjects. 
Objective: Acquire and compare the in vivo cerebral mechanical properties of three volunteers using conventional and SLIM-MRE acquisition schemes embedded in a 
multishot, variable-density spiral imaging sequence [6]. 
Theory: The accumulated MR signal phase φ can be described by the integral eq. 1, where ui and Gi represent the projections of the displacement and of the MEG, 
respectively, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and si and τ correspond to start time and duration of each MEG projection. For harmonic vibration and bipolar MEGs, the MR 
signal phase is represented by a harmonic function of the initial phases θi of the displacement projections, of the initial phases ϑi of the MEG projections and of a 
scaling factor φ0i (see eq. 2). The amplitude of the vibration projection can be calculated from φ0i. A list of analytical expressions of the scaling factor for different MEG 
waveforms and MRE sequence parameters is given in [7]. In an MRE acquisition the quantities φ0i and θi are determined, which are needed for the reconstruction of 
mechanical parameters. For this purpose, multiple discrete MR signal phase acquisitions φj are performed, while applying the MEG projections with different initial 
phases ϑij with respect to a fixed origin of the time axis (eq. 3). In SLIM-MRE the sampling interval Δϑi varies in each direction. This enables simultaneous encoding of 
all displacement projections in one MRE acquisition block [3, 4]. dt  
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Methods: Cerebral MRE was performed in three healthy volunteers using the SLIM-concept and conventional motion encoding schemes. The measurements were 
performed in a 3T Siemens Trio scanner using the Resoundant pneumatic actuator for introducing mechanical waves into the brain. For MR phase image acquisition a 
multishot, variable-density spiral imaging sequence with MEGs was used as previously described [6] with the following imaging parameters: 50 Hz mechanical 
frequency f; 50 Hz MEG frequency; 15 mT/m MEG amplitude; one flow-compensated MEG cycle on each side of the 180°RF-pulse; 2 mm3 isotropic voxel size; 2400 
ms repetition time TR; 70 ms echo time TE; FOV: 24cm x 24cm; 20 slices. In the conventional approach, each displacement projection was acquired in separate MRE 
acquisition blocks, while shifting the MEG eight times over the period of the vibration frequency in each individual block, and complex wave images were taken from 
the first frequency bin of the Fourier-transformed phase images. For simultaneous, multidirectional encoding in SLIM-MRE, we acquired eight phase images, while 
applying all three MEG projections with the direction-specific sampling intervals Δϑι = i/f, i=1, 2, 3, corresponding to x, y, z. This way the complex images of the x, y 
and z-displacements fell onto the first, second and third frequency bin, respectively. The mutual shifting of the MEG projections necessitates a TE prolongation in 
SLIM, when using the same gradient moment nulling characteristics in each acquisition. We minimized the increase of TE to 25% of the MEG duration by using the 
full capacity of the periodicity and the symmetry relations of the trigonometric function in eq. 3. Since the imaging sequence is a spin-echo acquisition with gradients on 
either side of the refocusing pulse, the resulting minimum TE was 70 ms in our SLIM implementation. The complex shear modulus was determined from the low-pass 
filtered complex wave images by algebraic inversion of the time-harmonic Navier-Equation as previously described [7]. Mean values were calculated in the ROI, which 
consisted of all cerebral tissue within the 10 central slices (excluding fluid-filled ventricles). 
Results: 
  

 

Figure 1 (left): Complex wave images (real 
part) of the three displacement projections 
acquired using the multidirectional SLIM-
acquisition and conventional MRE 
acquisition schemes for volunteer 1. Figure 
2 (right): Storage modulus GS in the central 
slice of the three volunteers reconstructed 
from data sets acquired using the SLIM-
concept and conventional motion encoding 
schemes. The ROI-averaged GS-values 
determined with SLIM-MRE (conventional 
MRE) were for volunteers 1, 2 and 3 1.81 
kPa (1.73 kPa), 1.88 kPa (1.88 kPa) and 1.91 
kPa (1.86 kPa), respectively. 

Discussion and Conclusion: We have shown in this preliminary study that the simultaneous acquisition of three components of the displacement vector using the 
concept of SampLe Interval Modulation is feasible in vivo. This is the first time, to our knowledge, that all components of the displacement vector were acquired 
simultaneously in an in vivo human environment. The mechanical properties averaged over the brain of three healthy volunteers differed by less than 5% for SLIM-
MRE and for conventional MRE, which lies within the error margins of MRE. We believe that the rapid acquisition of the 3D displacement field and the necessity of a 
smaller number of physical vibration states in SLIM-MRE improve the reproducibility of in vivo acquired mechanical properties, and will provide greater feasibility of 
clinical brain MRE applications through decreased acquisition times. References: [1] Muthupillai et al., Science 269, 1854-1857 (1995); [2] Glaser et al., JMRI 36, 
757-774 (2012); [3] Klatt et al., ISMRM 21, 2444 (2013); [4] Klatt et al., Phys Med Biol, accepted (2013); [5] Berstein et al., MRM 39(3), 300-308 (1998); [6] Johnson 
et al., MRM 70(2), 404-412 (2013); [7] Hirsch et al., MRM, 70, 671-683 (2013). 
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